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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will be giving you a brief overview of how JUICE will contribute to our understanding of the Jupiter system plasma environment.This mission will carry the most sophisticated instrumentation payload suite for remote sensing ever flown to the outer Solar System.The payload consists of 10 instruments, capable of addressing all of the mission's science goals, from in situ measurements of the Jovian plasma environment, to remote observations of the surface and interior of the three icy moons, Callisto, Ganymede and Europa.The payload includes a pure imaging instrument (JANUS), three spectral-imaging instruments with capabilities from the ultraviolet to the sub-millimetre wavelengths (MAJIS, UVS, SWI). A geophysical package consists of a laser altimeter (GALA) and a radar sounder (RIME) for exploring the surface and subsurface of the moons, and a radio science experiment (3GM) to probe the atmospheres of Jupiter and its moons and to perform measurements of the gravity fields. Key to the objective to explore the anticipated ocean of the Jovian moons is a magnetometer (J-MAG). The RPWI and PEP experiments will complement each other by providing measurements of ionospheric currents, plasma density and velocity, electric fields and wave environment. As the object of this presentation, I will focus on PEP, an advance sensor package to study the particle environment (PEP), capable of measuring electron and ion densities and neutral atom imaging.
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Jovian Magnetosphere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focusing on the plasma environment, the main science objectives addressed by PEP are:  Understanding of the physics of the magnetized plasma interaction of the moons  Determine composition and characteristics of the moons exospheres and ionospheres and their relation to landform composition  Understand the global, long-term evolution and principal sources of the Europa and Io plasma and neutral tori  Understand the mechanisms that release material into space from Europa and its associated alteration of the exosphere and surface.  Understand how processes at different scales transport and accelerate particles to MeV energies  Understanding of how the magnetodisc is created and maintained
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Plasma Experiments in 
Past and Future Missions
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Spacecraft Arrival Type of instruments

Pioneer 10 & 11 1973/74 flyby
Helium Vector Magnetometer, Plasma Analyzer, Charged Particle Instrument,
Geiger Tube Telescope, Trapped Radiation Detector

Voyager 1 & 2 1979 flyby
Triaxial Fluxgate Magnetometer, Plasma Spectrometer, Low Energy Charged Particle Instrument, Cosmic 
Ray System

Galileo
1995 – 2003 orbiter
1995, 2003 atmospheric

Magnetometer, Energetic Particles Detector, Heavy Ion Counter, Plasma Subsystem, Plasma Wave 
Subsystem

Ulysses 1992, 2004 gravity assist

Solar wind plasma experiment, Solar wind ion composition experiment, Magnetic fields experiment, 
Energetic-particle composition/neutral gas experiment, Low-energy charged-particle composition/anisotropy 
experiment, Cosmic rays and solar particles experiment, Radio/plasma waves experiment, Solar x-rays and 
cosmic gamma-ray bursts experiment

Cassini–Huygens 2000 gravity assist
Cassini Plasma Spectrometer,  Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer, Dual Technique Magnetometer 
(Helium Vector and Fluxgate), Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument, Radio and Plasma Wave Science

New Horizons 2007 gravity assist Time of flight ion and electron sensor, electrostatic analyzer and retarding potential analyzer

Juno 2016 orbiter
Fluxgate Magnetometer (supported by star sensors), Jovian Auroral Distributions Experiment, Jovian 
Energetic Particle Detector Instrument, Radio and Plasma Wave Sensor

Rosetta 2004 gravity assist Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis, Cometary Secondary Ion Mass Analyser
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the past missions to Jupiter (and more general to the outer planets) carried particle experiments.These range from simple in-situ type Faraday cup counters to advanced  energetic neutral atom (ENA) imagers.Equally common are plasma field instruments using Langemuir probes and various types of magnetometers.If we were to discuss how particle instruments has improved from the early 70s to today we might bring up elements, such as::Optimised passive shielding to reduce total dose and backgroundsCoincidence schemes to increase signal-to-noise ratio,  allowing better correlation between measurements and more importantly better filtering of false events, or background events.Reduction of the detector sensitive area to reduce background rates and keeping foreground sensitivity the same by employing focusing electrostatic opticsReduction of the sensor volumes to decrease the internal surface areas emitting not-valid secondary electrons,Monitoring of instantaneous background rates to be subtracted,Replacement of microchannel plates (MCP) by radiation insensitive Ceramic Channel Electron Multipliers (CCEM), where feasible.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosetta_(spacecraft)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosetta_(spacecraft)
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Juice Instruments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On JUICE there are 3 separate instruments with in total TBD sensors dedicated to particle radiation and environment measurements. All three instruments may exchange data on-board allowing optimum operation and data-download efficiency.On the top or nadir side (which is typically down, or pointing toward the planet during fly-bys) we see PEP Lo and PEP Hi with four sensors and two on the bottom or zenith side.PEP - Particle Environment Package�PEP will measure density and fluxes of positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and energetic neutral atoms in the energy range from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with full angular coverage. RPWI - Radio & Plasma Wave Investigation�A radio plasma wave instrument to characterise the radio emission and plasma environment. It will use a set of sensors, including two Langmuir probes to measure DC electric field vectors up to a frequency of 1.6 MHz and to characterize thermal plasma and also medium-high-frequency receivers, and antennas to measure electric and magnetic fields in radio emission in the frequency range 80 kHz- 45 MHz.��J-MAG - A magnetometer for JUICE�A magnetometer to characterise the Jovian magnetic field, its interaction with the internal magnetic field of Ganymede, and thereby study subsurface oceans of the icy moons. The instrument will use fluxgates (inbound and outbound) sensors mounted on a boom
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JNA: Low energy Energetic Neutral Atom (ENA) 
imager

JENI: Energetic ion spectrometer and ENA imager
NIM: Neutral gas and ion mass spectrometer
JDC: Plasma dynamics & composition analyser
JEI: Electron and ion sensor
JoEE: Energetic electrons spectrometer

Particle Experiment Package (PEP)

5

JENI JDC

JoEE

NIM

JNA

JEI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an instrument, PEP is a suite of six sensors that together provide in-situ measurements and remote Energetic Neutral Atoms (ENA) imaging of particle and plasma environments of the Jovian system.JNA - Jovian Neutrals Analyzer: ENA camera based on successful instrument on the Lunar Chandrayaan-1 mission. Imaging of Io plasma torus, backscattered and sputtered surface products.JENI - Jovian Energetic Neutrals and Ions: Combined energetic ion and ENA camera based on Cassini/Inca, IMAGE and Juno. Global imaging of magnetosphere and neutral gas tori.NIM - Neutral gas and Ion Mass spectrometer: Compact design based on TOF and reflectron. First-ever exospheric neutral gas and thermal plasma mass spectroscopy at Jupiter’s moons. It will conduct the first-ever direct sampling of the exospheres of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto and is capable of detecting exospheric neutral gas and thermal plasma with very high mass resolution and unprecedented sensitivity. The mass resolution is M/∆M > 1100 in the mass range 1–1000 amu and NIM’s energy range is ≤ 5eV for neutrals and <10 eV for ions. The detection level for neutral gas is 1·10−16 mbar for a 5-second accumulation time, which corresponds to a particle density of about 1 cm−3. With such a detection limit, NIM will be capable of recording mass spectra during the satellites' flybys starting at 105 km altitude, which means that during a single flyby NIM will record more than 10'000 mass spectra, or, collect several hours of dataJDC - Jovian plasma Dynamics and Composition: Designed using reflectron and reflecting surface. Instantaneous 3D distributions of positive and negative ions with electron measurement capability.JEI - Jovian Electrons and Ions: Instantaneous 3D distributions of plasma electrons, ion measurement capabilities JoEE - Jovian Energetic Electrons: Ultra-lightweight energetic electron sensor built on the Galileo energetic particle detector technique. 
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Particle vs Energy / Field of View
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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JDC/JEI Particle vs Energy / Field of View
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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JDC: Plasma Dynamics & Composition Analyser
JEI: Electron & Ion spectrometer

8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both JDC and JEI share the elveation scanning system and a electrostatic analyzer (two plates with voltage across allowing particle of only a range of E/Q to pass)They are both important instruments for decoupling the magnetic field from eddy currents within Ganymede and on the other hand field perturbation from the plasma interaction. The dynamic plasma flow of the Jovian magnetosphere shapes and distorts the draped field around the icy moons. In a 500 km Ganymede orbit, the expected induction signal is 10’s of nT. The field perturbations from the plasma interactions are expected to be of the same order or more. Measurements of the plasma flows and densities are therefore analyzed together with the field measurements to isolate the pure induction signal.Note that the FOV of JDC and JEI are different, together covering 4pi solid angle.JDC also  provides a 3D distribution function of positive and negative ions. It also has the capability to measure charge state and electrons, though it is optimized for positive ions.
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JNA Particle vs Energy / Field of View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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JNA: Jovian Neutral Atoms Analyser

JNA will quantify low energy ENA fluxes from 
Ganymede and to create ENA maps of the surface.

Nearly identical to flight-tested and successfully 
operated instruments (Chandrayaan-1)

Uses triple coincidence 

Based on the particle – surface interaction principle

10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Special importance is attached to the mission phase of the JUICE spacecraft orbiting Ganymede. Ganymede possesses an intrinsic magnetic field. As a result, certain terrains on the surface of the Jovian moon are protected against space weathering processes while others are not. As the interaction of plasma ions with the icy surface result via different processes in ENAs, mapping the ENAs is a direct means of mapping the plasma interaction with the surface (contrary to the  plasma sheet as JENI does).
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NIM Particle vs Energy / Field of View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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NIM: Neutral Gas & Ion Mass Spectrometer

NIM is a Time of Flight (ToF) mass spectrometer 
with a ToF reflectron and can work in either neutral 
mode and ion mode. 

In the ion mode it collects ions from the ambient 
plasma. 

In the neutral mode ambient neutral gas entering 
the instrument is ionized by electron impact and 
the resulting ions are stored. 

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stored ions are extracted into an acceleration region in the form of packages of ions by a pulsing extraction voltage. Then the ions pass through the reflectron. Depending on their mass the ions in the package get separated. Detection of particles is performed by MCPs after the ions travelled through the reflectron. The spectrum of the ToF, the arrival time to the detector relative to the extraction pulse, gives the ion mass distribution. The beauty of a reflectron is that TOF depends only on mass (M/Q) and the electric field. The well-optimized design of the NIM reflectron provides very high precision (M/dM>1100).A ToF mass spectrometer can record a complete mass spectrum at once without having to scan over a mass range. Such as is the case for scanning mass instruments, for example quadrupole mass spectrometers. This functionality is particularly helpful for making measurements during flybys, such as for Europa NIM’s prime targets are the icy moon exospheres and its relation to surface (and sub-surface) release. NIM resolves species and isotopes with high resolution to also help understand mineralogical composition of the surface. NIM’s ability to resolve mineral  mixing ratios down to 1% provides IR measurements constraints on surface composition.
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JENI Particle vs Energy / Field of View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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JENI: Neutral Gas & Ion Mass Spectrometer

● Combined high-resolution, high sensitivity ENA 
camera and energetic ion and electron imaging
Spectrometer. 

● A foil-based TOF system provides triple coinci-
dences to operate in Jupiter’s harsh 
environment.

● Global imaging of hot plasma (energetic 
particles) energization critical to understanding 
the creation and stability of magneto-discs

● Global imaging of neutral gas torus to constrain 
Europa’s and Io’s surface release to space

14
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JENI/JNA ENA Instruments

15

ISEE-1 1977

ASTRID 1995
Cassini 2004

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cassini: This image was taken shortly after Cassini's closest approach to Jupiter, about 10 million kilometers from the planet on Dec. 30, 2000.
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JoEE Particle vs Energy / Field of View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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JoEE: Energetic Electrons Spectrometer
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● JoEE measures an energy spectrum near 
simultaneously in eight different directions using a self-
closing magnets to separate electrons of different 
energies on to SSD pixels for spatial coincidences.

● Built on Galieo/EPD background rejection techniques 
proven at Jupiter

● Uses double coincidence to mitigate radiation
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Challenges

● Usage of robust and proven components.

● Balancing the advantage of new & unproven technology (e.g. FPGA/ASIC) against old & proven

● Usage of front end electronics with very high radiation hardness (better than 200krad) 

● Optimise the usage of (usually heavy) radiation shielding material (typically Tungsten Copper alloys)

● Usage of a sensor technique with very high signal to noise ratio to allow simple front end electronics. 

● Maintain the instrument mass and power allocation throughout the development cycle.

● Avoiding charging of the S/C. A potential buildup (typically due to UV) will repel ions in the lower 

energy range (critical for NIM, JDC and JEI instruments)

● Planning for long lead time components, maintaining the development time.

● Ensure younger scientist are motivated and attracted to the project, ensuring continuation and 

transfer of know-how.

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usage of robust and proven components to allow stable measurements after 8 years of interplanetary cruise and 2 years in the harsh Jovian environment. Balancing the advantage of new technology (e.g. FPGA/ASIC) against reliability is always a major challenge.Usage of front end electronics with very high radiation hardness (better than 200krad) - more sensitive electronics are located in the PEP common rack. Optimise the usage of (usually heavy) radiation shielding material (typically Tungsten Copper alloys)Usage of a sensor technique with very high signal to noise ratio to allow simple front end electronics. Of course we always want high SNR, but there is always a tradeoff.Maintain the instrument mass and power allocation throughout the development cycle.Avoiding charging of the S/C. A potential buildup (typically due to UV) will repel ions in the lower energy range (critical for NIM, JDC and JEI instruments)Planning for long lead time components, maintaining the development time.Ensure younger scientist are motivated and attracted to the project, ensuring continuation and transfer of know-how.
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PEP Sensor Organisation

● The PEP sensors are grouped in two separate 
instruments.

● The European PEP Lo and US PEP Hi (Lo and Hi 
referring to the energy range)

● The PEP Lo sensor JEI, JNA, NIM and JDC are 
controlled by a common processor unit and 
communicating independently with the S/C main 
computer/memory. Similarly PEP Hi sensors JENI 
and JoEE has a common control unit.

● Both instruments communicates with the S/C 
computer via SpaceWire for storage and command

● The SpaceWire bus allows point to point 
communication with other instruments (i.e. RPWI 
and JMAG)

19
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SREM/RADEM Particle vs Energy / Field of View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PEP suite measures positive and negative ions, electrons, exospheric neutral gas, thermal plasma and ENAs present in all domains of the Jupiter system over nine decades of energy from <0.001 eV to >1 MeV with a wide near-instantaneous angular coverage. The two ENA imaging instruments are optimised for two different energy ranges, corresponding to different physical phenomena. The lower energy JNA (which also flew on an earlier Indian Chandryaan 1 mission) typically detects backscattered LENAs from the moon surface. JENI on the other hand detects HENAs from magneto-disk accelerated plasma.In addition to that all sensors are at least to some degree overlap their FOV, the PEP instrument is also communicating onboard with the plasma wave instrument and the magnetometer instrument, allowing (in principle) triggering of high resolution modes by events observed by the other instrument. 
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RADEM

● The RADEM is a Space radiation environment monitor and is tailor 
made for the Jovian environment. 

● Its purpose is in-space environment monitoring for detection and 
characterisation of the space energetic particles in terms of total 
dose, discrimi-nating types and energy levels as well as 
determining the direction of the electrons fluxes.

● The goal is upgrade the radiation environment engineering model 
for Jupiter

● The RADEM is comprised of a single unit containing all the 
required hardware.

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RADEM shall be able to discriminate between electrons and protonsRADEM shall maintain an ion counterRADEM shall perform total dose measurement up to 1 MRad with an accuracy of at least 1kRadRADEM shall provide a radiation alarm function for the hosting spacecraftRADEM design includes built-in test functions for front-end detector and in-flight health checkThe DPU shall be able to store the histograms and housekeeping produced by RADEM during a period up to 7 days at 1 minute integration time
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RADEM Main Performance Drivers

Made up of three RADEM detectors heads, based on Si detectors and interfacing with the ASIC VATA466:

P&IDH (Protons & Heavy Ions Detector Head)
– detect Protons in the range 5 - 250MeV
– be able to count up to a peak proton flux of 108 #.cm-2.s-1 for protons with energy above 5MeV
EDH (Electrons Detector Head )
– detect Electrons in the range 300 KeV to 40MeV
– be able to count up to a maximum flux of 109 #.cm-2.s-1, for electrons with energy above 300 keV:
DDH (Directional Detector Head)
– detect electrons in the range 0.3 to 10MeV and shall be insensitive to protons with energy below 5MeV
– have a field-of-view with cone half angle of 74.5 degrees (65% of 2πΩ)
– have an angular separation capability of 25º elevation and 45º azimuth
Designed to be always on, also during cruise
Low weight (< 2.5kg), low power (< 2.6W)
SpaceWire interface, very low data rate (< 50 bps)

22
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